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VOCATIONAL COMPETENCE CERTIFICATE – IDEA AND THE MAIN PURPOSES

Vocational Competence Certificate (VCC) is a uniform standard of certifying vocational 

competences acquired outside the formal education system.  The idea of VCC was born              

in 2007. It was a result of observing changes occurring on labour market and was created       

by taking into account such issues as cooperation and integration of knowledge                       

and vocational skills with the needs of companies operating on international labour 

market. VCC Institute has conducted analyses involving monitoring requirements                      

and the needs of the labour market as well as analysing competences and the needs                   

of various areas of professional activity.  

The idea of VCC is constantly developed while integrating Partners from different 

countries and continents.  A research analysis as well as various forecasts has been given 

by VCC in compliance with the European Union concepts. This fact is reflected                        

in operational programmes involving occupational mobility in the years                                   

2007 - 2013 and, in particular, in the years 2014 - 2020. They also respond                                 

to activities undertaken within Polish and European Qualifications                                    

Framework aiming at promoting occupational mobility of employees                                      

as well as facilitating the implementation of lifelong learning. 

The aims of the VCC Institute are the following:

qmonitoring the needs of the international labour market, as well                                              

as its tendencies and changes,  

qmonitoring the development of new professions,

qspecify vocational competences for new professions,

qtesting and implementing new solutions implemented within vocational education, 

qindicating directions for and methods of vocational education,

qproviding education in accordance with employers' needs,

qcomplementing and developing competences within the already acquired 

qualifications,

qcertifying vocational competences in a standardized way compliant with                      

the European Qualifications Framework,  

qpromoting occupational mobility of employees, 

qpromoting lifelong learning.

The VCC standard provides an opportunity to acquire new vocational                    

competences (New Competences) as well as to develop the already                            

acquired competences (Select Competences) in order to adapt them                                     

to he needs of the constantly changing labour market. Due to the fact                                    

that training and certification scheme does not only include theoretical                                 

knowledge but also practical professional skills, foreign language                                

professional jargon as well as computer skills, it can be stated that                                         

the VCC standard is extremely innovative.  Only demonstrating                                                

this knowledge and competences make it possible to receive                                                   

the VCC certificate.
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VOCATIONAL COMPETENCE CERTIFICATE IN EUROPEAN UNION STRATEGIES

VCC is included in the EU initiative, "New Skills for New Jobs”

The European Commission attempts at adapting education better                  

to the existing needs of the labour market. One of the initiatives 

contributing to implementation of this aim is the New skills for New Jobs 

initiative:

qimproved forecasting of future needs within the qualifications area,

qimproved adaptation of qualifications to current labour market 

needs,

qtaking labour market needs into consideration during 

education stage.

Education must be available to all European citizens throughout 

their entire professional career. This fact conditions not only               

self-realisation and active participation in society, but also 

functioning on a changing labour market.  It is necessary not only  

to update the already acquired competences but also to gain new 

knowledge and develop new skills in any stage of professional 

activity. In order to put this principle into practice, the EU                     

has developed Common European Framework of Reference                   

in which it determines eight key competences for lifelong learning:

qcommunicating in native language,

qcommunicating in foreign languages,

qmathematical as well as fundamental scientific and material 

competences,

qIT competences,

qlearning skills,

qsocial and civic competences,

qinitiative and entrepreneurship,

qcultural expression and awareness.

In this scope VCC has been constructed in accordance with European Union directives.  The abovementioned competences have been 

included in VCC certification model, especially within professional foreign language as well as IT and social competences.                         

What professions would be most desirable on the labour market within the next 10 years? How will the demand for skills                             

and competences change in the entire European Union? Are education and training delivery systems prepared to provide European 

citizens with potential jobs? 

VCC Institute is constantly monitoring and researching the labour and education markets by using analyses of the European Centre               

for the Development of Vocational Training (CEDEFOP), researches conducted within the Monitoring the labour market in Europe 

project, EU studies and bulletines, as well as by cooperating with Partners and Careers Experts in Poland and abroad. This allows VCC 

Institute to present education offer responding to current problems faced by the European citizens. Due to analytical approach                       

to the issue, VCC Institute successfully predicts which skills are and will be in demand in future.  Consequently, vocational education                        

is developed in a completely new form. This provides employees with opportunities to acquire new skills that are currently in demand.
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VCC confirms the already acquired qualifications in non-formal 
and informal systems and corresponds with assumptions of EUROPE 2020 Strategy
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Europe 2020 – Europe's growth strategy is a new long-term programme of development of the European Union for the years 2010-2020. 

It replaced Lisbon Strategy implemented in the years 2000-2010.  A model of the European social market economy presented in Europe 

2020 Strategy is to be based, to a greater extent than to date, on three priorities that depend on and supplement each other: 

qintelligent growth resulting in development of knowledge-based economy and innovations,

qbalanced growth, i.e. transformation into low-emission economy using resources more efficiently,

qsocial inclusion-friendly growth as a supporting economy with a high employment level                                                                                

and providing citizens with social, territorial, and economical integrity.

Five measurable development aims have been defined as a consequence of the abovementioned priorities.                                             

These goals ought to be reached on the European level until the year 2020: 

qunemployment rate amounting to 75%, 

qimproving conditions for undertaking and participating in research and development activities,

qreducing emission of green house gases by 20%,

qincreasing level of education,

qsupporting social inclusion. 

Referring to priorities and aims of the Europe 2020 Strategy,                                                                                                                                 

it must be emphasized that such undertakings as:

qinvestments in various researches and development realized                                                                                                                                 

by reorganizing national and regional systems of running research, 

qdevelopment and innovation activities, 

qproviding a proper number of graduates of scientific programmes, 

qtightening cooperation between universities and business entities, 

qdeveloping mechanisms of recognizing non-formal and informal qualifications, 

qfacilitating the process of changing qualifications according to current needs of emerging sectors, are of utmost importance.  

Programme for New Skills for New Jobs initiative must be especially emphasized within labour market and education sector.                   

This undertaking results in modernizing labour markets, improving citizens' position by developing their qualifications for their entire life, 

increasing the rate of professional activity, and matching supply with demand on the labour market in a better way. Hence, it is necessary 

to provide candidates with qualifications meeting employers' needs. Moreover, such applicants are required to present a high level                    

of professional activity since eagerness to learn for the entire life (lifelong learning idea) will condition persistence on the labour market.               

It is also important that lifelong learning may take place in various ways: formal, non-formal, and informal. In case of the formal system, 

qualifications are certified institutionally. This obviously guarantees their acknowledgeability. It is, however, difficult to certify learning 

effects achieved in informal and non-formal way, whereas the latter method is an indispensable element of lifelong learning. 

This problem may be solved by VCC, a unified system verifying knowledge and skills acquired aside from the formal education system.             

The main assumption of the VCC certification system is to provide employers with reliable and comprehensive information                               

on employees'/potential employees' qualifications. This is possible due to dependability, reliability and objectivity of examinations                  

set by independent entities, i.e. Examination Partners. Being successful in examinations is confirmed by a certificate with a supplement 

including information on what learning outcomes have been achieved by the examined person. These particulars also include                             

a percentage ratio of outcomes achieved within specific areas.  
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VCC is compliant with assumptions of CELAN project and it supports occupational 
mobility of employees

A professional foreign language aimed at specific professions has been included in VCC vocational education process.                         

This attitude is included in CELAN (Language Strategies for Competitiveness and Employability) project promoting foreign 

languages in business in order to increase competitiveness and improve employment opportunities. This is particularly crucial 

due to the fact that European employers more and more frequently require their personnel to have good foreign language                   

and communication skills. Command of foreign languages contributes to the increase of self-realization, social integration, 

employment and social activity. 

The activity of the CELAN net entails:

qverifying language needs of European companies operating in various sectors,

qanalysing the existing language tools and services,

qdeveloping on-line applications supporting improvement of business people's foreign language needs. 

The VCC standard includes professional foreign language:

qNew Competences module: command of a professional foreign language certified by theoretical and practical exams                      

is a necessary condition for gaining the right to exercise a profession,

qSelect Competences module: from the available VCC offers, employees may choose training in any foreign language                  

that would match their profession. Consequently, they will improve their chances on the European labour market.  

Practically, good command of a professional foreign language is a condition included in occupational mobility of employees.   

Language training may precede examinations.  In order to participate in professional foreign language training, candidates                 

must demonstrate their command of a foreign language on a specific level.  This level is defined individually for each profession.
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VCC meets the requirements of the European Qualifications Framework

The idea of the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) appeared in 2004.                   

It was created by the European Commission in October 2006 and formally 

approved by the European Parliament in April 2008. The European Qualifications 

Framework is an international frame of reference including all qualifications                  

and is entirely based on learning effects. EQF aims at facilitating comparison                   

of qualifications acquired at different time, in different forms and in different 

places, promoting lifelong learning, developing better matching 

between skills and labour market needs as well as improving 

occupational mobility of employees. European 

Qualifications Framework allows integrating learning 

effects in general, higher and vocational education 

systems, i.e. formal, informal and non-formal education. 

Everyone can use the VCC certification, regardless 

of time, place or form of knowledge acquisition. 

This condition is the most important assumption of EQF.  

According to provisions of the European Parliament and the Council of Europe 

of 23 April 2008 concerning establishing the European Qualifications Framework, 

the term "qualifications" means "a formal result of asessment and validation processes 

achieved in such a situation when, according to the previously determined procedure, the right body stated that the specific 

person gained learning results which are in compliance with the defined standards." The formal result means that, as a result                 

of effectuating the specific procedure, the specific person received a diploma or a certificate. 

These assumptions are reflected in the VCC standard, where certification process in specific professions and competence groups 

is created by Careers Experts, basing on validatable learning effects. According to the established procedures, VCC Institute 

verifies if a specific person has achieved the required learning outcomes and concurrently provides percentage ratio of the gained 

result. Supplement to the VCC certificate presents detailed information on the obtained result and the qualification level,               

which is compliant with the European Qualifications Framework.   

However, "professional qualifications" are understood as a system of skills, messages and psychophysical features required                  

for carrying out professional duties. This approach is reflected in the concept of the VCC standard, in which elements                              

of interpersonal, computer and foreign language competences have been included. 

Consequently, a VCC certificate holder is a fully qualified employee, both in theoretical and practical approach. Such people                  

can use information technology in their work and speak foreign language using professional jargon related to their profession. 

European
Qualifications
Framework
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VCC STRUCTURE

Professional experts

Supporting partners

Coaches Examiners

Career advisers
Examination

System Operators

Business specialists
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VCC Institute

VCC Institute undertakes and conducts research and development activities within vocational 

education as well as transferring knowledge and innovation by using intellectual capital resources. 

Activity of VCC Institute focuses on theoretical and methodological aspects of continuing vocational 

education as well as certifying professional qualifications, especially in the informal and non-formal 

systems. 

The main objective of VCC Institute is to observe and analyse trends and changes occurring on the labour market as well                         

as to examine demand for specific professions and competences. A uniform and consistent system of certifying professional 

qualifications, i.e. a VCC certification standard, results from Institute's work. VCC Institute is a promoter of lifelong learning, 

continuing education and occupational mobility of employees. By organizing consultations, conferences or social debates,                   

it directly develops, promotes and popularizes them.   

The main tasks of VCC Institute:

qmonitoring needs of the global labour market,

qmonitoring the demand for new professions                                                                                                                                                

and competences,

qspecifying professional competences                                                                                                                                                              

for new professions,

qtesting and implementing new solutions implemented                                                                                                                          

within vocational education,

qindicating directions for and methods of vocational                                                                                                                           

education,

qcertifying professional competences in a uniform way                                                                                                                        

compliant with national and European directives                                                                                                                                   

within this scope. 

VCC Institute runs also a publishing activity within                                                                                                                                    

professional publishing houses. 

Supporting Partners

The following entities may become Supporting Partners: continuing education institutions, vocational schools, technical 

secondary schools, training companies, language schools, labour market institutions, institutions of government                                    

and self-government administration, business sector representatives, and individual persons. The Supporting Partner is obliged 

to promote the VCC standard, contribute to its development as well as its adaptation to current education and labour market 

needs.  This can be achieved through: 

a) holding consultations with both VCC Institute and Regional Academy, 

b) filing applications and concepts concerning training syllabi, 

c) providing information and data on demand for specific qualifications and competences, 

d) creating and implementing institutional solutions popularizing the uniform system of validating professional qualifications                 

in compliance with VCC methodology.   

A detailed procedure of acquiring status of the Supporting Partner can be found on the website of VCC Institute: www.vcci.eu
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VCC professional experts

VCC careers advisers

VCC professional experts are centred at VCC Institute. They are prestigious individuals who are experts in specific disciplines 

connected with academic circles as well as national and foreign professional organisations.  

Cooperation between VCC Institute and careers experts is multifaceted. Professional experts observe and prepare forecasts                

of changes and trends in vocational education. This is reflected in VCC certification offer. They also participate in consultations 

and social debates organized by Educational Research Institute functioning at Ministry of National Education. This contributes               

to making changes in public system of vocational and continuing education, as well as creating Polish Qualification Framework. 

Professional experts cooperate also with public institutions and representatives of circles of employers and businessmen                     

as well as their environment. This cooperation results in adapting the offer of VCC Institute to current labour market needs                             

and expectations in a way encouraging occupational mobility of employees. 

The cooperation refers also to the process of developing training syllabi, education materials and reviewing them. 

VCC careers advisers are centred at VCC Institute. They run activities for Education Academies. Careers advisers recognize 

professional predispositions and advise on choosing, changing or defining either a career path, so that it would correspond               

with the current labour market needs, or education path, so that it would meet both current and future labour market needs. 

A client and a careers adviser mutually prepare Individual Plans of Development that would allow the client to select such an area 

of study and efficient methods of looking for or changing employment that would meet the client's needs and expectations.

Careers adviser's knowledge and experience may be helpful and inspiring in making changes in HR management, both in small 

and large enterprises.  

In order to become a member of VCC community, 

one must have a VCC careers adviser certificate. 

This document can be received after passing 

examination set by VCC examiners, who are 

experts in careers advising. 

Detailed procedures of accrediting VCC careers 

advisers can be found on the following website: 

www.vcci.eu
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Regional Academy

VCC Regional Academy is a structure operating within a specific region/country. Its aim is to research, 

analyse and evaluate regional labour market needs and prepare vocational education syllabi 

meeting regional labour markets needs. Regional Academy tightly cooperates with VCC Institute  

and translates training materials into course participants' native languages. 

Regional Academy accredits also: 

qEducation Academies,

qExamination Partners,

qVCC Coaches,

qVCC Examiners,

qVCC Examination Systems Operators,

qVCC Careers Advisers,

qVCC Business Specialists.

Regional Academy supervises theoretical and practical 

examinations and awards certificates. It also promotes 

the VCC standard and supports Education Academies   

and Examination Partners. Moreover, Regional Academy 

organizes conferences, seminars, and public debates 

during which subjects concerning vocational teaching 

are discussed. During these events Regional Academy 

promotes the VCC standard and acquires information             

on current situation on the labour market. 

Detailed information on the scope of activities undertaken by Regional Academy can be found on the website: 

VCC business specialist

www.ar.vcci.eu

VCC business specialists are centred at Regional Academies. They usually come from the group of VCC Coaches and Examiners. 

These individuals demonstrate considerable knowledge within their specialty, profession or competence. Regional Academy,              

in accord with VCC Institute nominates candidates for VCC business specialists. Interested individuals can apply to Regional 

Academy on their own. 

Business specialists' duties:

qdelivering courses and examining candidates for VCC Coaches 

and VCC Examiners,

qinspecting courses and examinations on behalf of VCC Institute 

or Regional Academy,

qproviding content-related and methodological advising services 

for VCC Coaches and VCC Examiners,

qreporting remarks concerning courses syllabi, and teaching                  

and education materials included in their specialty.
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Academy of Education

Academy of Education delivers teaching in accordance with the VCC standard. The status of Academy 

of Education can be obtained by: 

qtraining institutions, 

qregional labour market institutions, 

qcontinuing education institutions, 

qvocational schools (basic vocational schools and material secondary schools), 

qassociations of employers, 

qother institutions and companies, once they have fulfilled the requirements of VCC verification.

Formal conditions that must be fulfilled to acquire the status of Academy of Education are: 

qdelivering teaching based on training materials 

compliant with VCC standard, 

qproviding qualified teaching personnel authorized 

to deliver courses in specific professional areas,

qproviding proper infrastructure necessary for deli-

vering teaching.

Academy of Education can use materials provided                    

by Regional Academy or present its own materials                     

in order to authorize them.  After meeting procedural 

requirements, Academy of Education receives                           

a certificate with a supplement including a list                          

of professional courses that can be delivered                            

by particular Academy. 

Academy of Education performs promotional and marketing activities as well as recruits VCC Coaches and VCC Careers Advisers. 

Academy of Education guarantees properly delivered education services.

VCC Coaches

VCC Coaches come form a circle of specialists in specific fields and competence areas. In majority of cases they are connected  

with vocational schools, higher education institutions, as well as organisations dealing with personnel retraining and professional 

development. VCC Coaches have in-depth and complete professional capacity and practical skills related with a specific 

profession. Moreover, they demonstrate good teaching skills that allow them to deliver professional courses. 

Individuals who would like to become VCC Coaches must 

verify their skills and professional experience, as well               

as knowledge and skills within the specific professional 

area. This verification process includes theoretical               

and practical examinations conducted in accordance 

with VCC methodology. In order to become an authorized 

VCC Coach, one must achieve results of  no less than 90% 

in theoretical and practical exams. 

A detailed procedure of accrediting Coaches can                      

be found on the website of Regional Academy: 

www.ar.vcci.eu
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Examination Partners

Provided that they meet procedural requirements, the following institutions can become 

Examination Partners: schools, higher education institutions, continuing education institutions, 

training companies, employers and other entities. 

In order to conduct an examination, an Examination Partner must provide:

qVCC Examiner, in case of conducting practical examinations,

qVCC Examination System Operator, in case of conducting theoretical examinations,

qVCC Consultant, i.e. a person who knows the standard and can provide interested persons with basic information about it,

qproper infrastructure that allows conducting examinations, e.g. examination room, necessary equipment.

In case of conducting practical examinations, the Examination Partner is obliged to provide proper equipment for examination 

standpoint in accordance with the right directives of specific professions and competence groups. 

In case of conducting theoretical examinations, the Examination Partner is obliged to provide a room equipped with computers 

connected to the Internet. 

After meeting the abovementioned requirements, an Institution may enter into licence agreement with Regional Academy               

and acquire an Examination Partner status.  Examination Partners do not bear any costs related with accessing the VCC structure. 
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VCC Examiners

VCC Examiners are individuals who are responsible for conducting practical part of vocational examination, which is a necessary 

condition for acquiring VCC New Competences or VCC Select Competences certificates. 

In order to become a VCC Examiner within a particular profession, one must fulfil requirements defined by Careers Experts                

and including:

qmaterial competence,

qprofessional experience, 

qpersonality features,

qother important elements characteristic of specific professions or competences.

VCC Examiner supervises a course participant while doing practical tasks and assesses examination in accordance with VCC 

procedures. 

A description of how to conduct vocational examination and a detailed procedure of accrediting VCC Examiners is available                 

on the website of Regional Academy: 

VCC Examination System Operators

A VCC Examination System Operator is a person who completed an e-learning course in the knowledge of VCC standard,                       

its assumptions, main concept and methodology. This course discusses also problems of practical maintenance of VCC 

Examination Platform. This is necessary for conducting examination procedure in a proper way.  

In order to become a VCC Examination System Operator, one must achieve a result of no less than 90% from tests verifying                     

not only the knowledge of VCC assumptions but also skills in operating the VCC Examination Platform. 

VCC Examination System Operator's duties:

qinforming examination participants about examination procedures,

qmanaging the examination platform during the examination,

qoverseeing if the examination is conducted properly.

A detailed procedure of accrediting VCC Examination System Operators can be found on the website of Regional Academy:

www.ar.vcci.eu
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Vocational Competence Certificate

The VCC standard provides an opportunity to acquire new vocational competences (New Competences) as well as to develop               

the already acquired competences (Select Competences) in order to adapt them to he needs of the constantly changing labour 

market.

The certification process does not only involve theoretical knowledge, but also practical professional skills, computer skills                

as well as professional jargon of a foreign language. All these factors make the VCC standard greatly innovative. Only this array              

of the acquired knowledge and competences makes it possible to receive the VCC certificate.

CERTIFICATION SYSTEM

Select 
Competences

New
Competences
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Certification ideas - VCC New Competences

VCC New Competences module provides an opportunity to develop new professional competences and receive a certificate 

confirming the already acquired competences. Professions subject to certification process are compliant with The International 

Standard Classification of Occupations, ISCO-08. 

In order to get the VCC New Competences certificate, a candidate must pass all examinations covering the following areas:

qtheoretical professional competences,

qpractical vocational competences,

qpersonal and social competences, 

qforeign language competences,

qIT competences.

According to the VCC methodology, the examination consists of two parts, i.e. the practical and the theoretical one.                               

The examination is assisted by VCC Partners who, according to the procedure described in details, are authorized to conduct 

examinations. 

The theoretical examination has a form of a test lasting 30-90 minutes (depends on a profession), is available on-line                            

via Examination System,  and is conducted by Examination System Operator. 
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Authorised Examiners conduct the practical examination.  It consists in doing practical exercises that are subject to verification. 

Practical examination lasts 45-180 min and the number of tasks and their difficulty depends on the kind of a module.                           

Both theoretical and practical examinations include IT, personal and social competences characteristic of specific professions. 

Foreign language examination uses on-line Examination System and is conducted by Examination System Operator. Examination 

questions verify theoretical knowledge and practical skills. The Examination System assesses the practical part automatically.   

The practical part is checked and assessed by authorized VCC Examiners. The examination lasts between 45 and 90 minutes.  

The percentage share of specific areas of competences depends on specifications of specific professions and it is defined                        

in professions description. An exam participant receives percentage result in each competence area. A final grade is calculated 

according to arithmetic average of the grades achieved in individual competence areas. A supplement is enclosed                                    

to the certificate. The supplement synthetically presents results obtained within specific competence areas. It also provides 

details of subject areas covered by the exam.                                     

The supplement is a greatly important document for employers who, by analysing it, may assess to what extent potential 

employee's competences meet their expectations.  A recommended vocational education path in the VCC New Competences 

module includes between 260 to 300 training hours, what has been described in details in professions description. A final number 

of training hours depends on a number of individuals in a group and a level of difficulty of professional problems.  However, going 

through the entire education pathway is not a necessary condition that must be fulfilled in order to undergo the certification 

process. Concurrently, it ought to be emphasized that everyone can use the VCC certification process, regardless of time, place                 

or form of knowledge acquisition.  

Education Academies deliver courses that are compliant with the VCC standard. A list of Education Academies is available                 

on a website: www.vcci.eu



Certification ideas - VCC Select Competences

VCC Select Competences module provides an opportunity to develop, update and independently choose new competences                 

in order to develop the already acquired professional skills. This opportunity consists in selecting one or several modules available 

in VCC training offer, e.g. English for child carers, IT competences for electricians, voice emission, sales techniques, managing 

document circulation. 

According to VCC methodology, an examination in Select Competences consists of theoretical and practical parts.  Theoretical 

examination is conducted via on-line Examination System. Authorized Examiners conduct practical examination in VCC 

Examination Partner's office. 

The VCC Select Competences training offer includes various courses delivered in about 40 hours. Their detailed scope is presented 

in the description of individual modules. 

The courses are delivered by Education Academies. A list of Education Academies is available on a website: www.vcci.eu
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CERTIFICATION CATALOGUE

New Competences

Vocational Competence Certificate

A VCC New Competences module prepares individuals to practise new professions. 

Its syllabus includes theoretical knowledge, practical skills, professional foreign 

language jargon, IT skills, as well as personal and social competences adapted                     

to a specific profession.  

The provided number of training hours should be considered as recommended.                 

It can be changed, dependently on the number of group participants,                                    

and their knowledge of the discussed topics.
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CHILD CARER

Being a child carer requires proper preparation and competences. Due to this, certification frameworks for this profession result 

from cooperation of experts in psychology and pedagogy. While selecting material aspects, such issues as pedagogical and caring 

function, carrying out hygienic and nursing treatments for children as well as creating the right development and child security 

were taken into account. 

A VCC certified child carer has possessed knowledge and skills in creating conditions favourable for child's versatile                            

and harmonious development, diagnosing, assessing and stimulating psychomotor development, carrying out tutelary                     

and developmental work applying available psycho-pedagogical methods, performing upbringing activities taking emotional                               

and social aspects present in child's particular stages of life into account, conducting nursing activities, cooperating                             

with therapeutical team in case of caring for an unhealthy child, undertaking preventive and prophylactic activities, giving first 

aid, working ethically while respecting child's rights, as well as following legal, and health and safety regulations. 

The abovementioned skills include also IT aspects that effectively support child carer's work and provide opportunities for further 

education and professional development. 

New Competences

Proffesion included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations 
ISCO-08 (number 5311)

CHILD CARER VCC TRAINING includes                     

the following aspects:

qdevelopmental psychology,

qpromotion and prevention of health                

and nursing,

qcaring for and upbringing a child,

qlegal aspects of child carer's work.
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Syllabus is a precise and rigorous set of competence groups and fundamental material scopes included in a specific profession. 

Syllabus for VCC CHILD CARER consists of the following parts:

Training curriculum supplements the syllabus. It includes extended details of the material scope. 

The curriculum is available on , bookmark "Professions.”www.vcci.eu

SYLLABUS

TRAINING CURRICULUM

1. Health competences 

2. Upbringing competences

3. Artistic competences

4. Professional competences

5. Legal competences

6.  IT competences 

GROUP MATERIAL SCOPE

1.1. Biological fundaments of development
1.2. Nursing a child
1.3. Health promotion and prevention

2.1. Fundaments of developmental and pedagogical psychology
2.2. Supporting child's development
2.3. Methodology of working with a small child
2.4. The role of games and plays in child's creative development
2.5. Children's literature and multimedia
2.6. Fundaments of logopaedics

3.1. Musical expression with methodology
3.2. Plastic arts expression with methodology
3.3. Theatrical expression with methodology
3.4. Kinaesthetic-motor expression with methodology

4.1. "Pre-medical" first aid
4.2. Health and safety principles in working with children
4.3. Planning pedagogical and tutelary work
4.4. Cooperating with parents
4.5. Professional development for child carers

5.1. Legal basis of working with a small child
5.2. Support organisations and institutions 
5.3. Labour law - selected problems

6.1. Using a web browser
6.2. Using e-mail
6.3. Internet communication
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TEACHING MATERIALS

A VCC CHILD CARE course book is designed for individuals                

who would like to acquire knowledge in child care-related field.                    

It is written with simple language what results in easy 

comprehension for beginners. Course book content is compliant 

with VCC training curriculum and it allows its users to prepare                

for a certified examination. 

The VCC CHILD CARE course book has been based on experiences 

in educational and developmental, as well as pedagogical                 

and tutelary work with children of different age. The material 

included has also been based on the author's academic 

experiences. 

The course book encompasses the most important, thoroughly 

selected information on psychology, pedagogy, medicine and law. 
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The VCC CHILD CARE is aimed at individuals who professionally care 

for children in English-speaking environment.   English for child carers 

is an important element of VCC CHILD CARE (New Competences) 

profession. It is also an independent module of VCC Select 

Competences. The course book can be applied in teaching 

professional English jargon used by child carers in post-lower 

secondary schools offering vocational education. It can be also used 

for self-education by individuals planning to work in an English-

speaking environment.

This module broadens learners' knowledge within the scope 

necessary for a child carer.   It focuses especially on communication 

skills.  Child carers ought to be able to communicate with children 

and their surrounding environment, as well as to deal with situations 

typical for this profession, such as: playing with children, feeding, 

preparing meals, having walks or giving first aid in emergencies.               

Job searching skills in English reality are also of utmost importance: 

writing CV and a covering letter, participating in job interviews                  

and negotiating working conditions.

The main emphasis in this module is placed on mastering 

professional vocabulary and language phrases useful at working                 

in an English-speaking country or with an English-speaking client.  

Within the scope necessary for this profession, all basic language 

skills are developed: listening, reading, speaking and writing. 

TEACHING MATERIALS
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TEACHING MATERIALS

The VCC CHILD CARE - IT COMPETENCES course book has been 

designed for individuals who would like to enhance or acquire IT 

skills within the scope required for exercising a child carer's 

profession. In VCC standard, using IT skills within one's profession 

is an indispensable element of professional qualifications. 

The module broadens the knowledge of computer and communi-

cation technologies, which are presented in a clear and accessible 

form, even for persons unfamiliar with this field.

The main emphasis is placed on skills of using a PC and related 

software. It also focuses on such skills as: browsing topic-related 

websites, playing multimedia, looking for information                             

in the Internet and topic-related catalogues, saving documents 

and website archives, managing e-mail boxes, sending                      

and receiving electronic messages, handling voice conversations 

and video conferences over the Internet. 
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EXAMINATIONS

The following examinations must be passed in order                 

to receive the VCC CHILD CARE certificate:

qtheoretical examination verifying theoretical 

knowledge,

qpractical examination verifying practical skills, 

qforeign language examination.

THEORETICAL EXAMINATION is conducted on an on-line 

examination platform. VCC Child care theoretical test 

consists of 45 multiple-choice questions. The questions 

equally encompass material scope of each competence. 

Time for giving correct answers: 45 minutes. A condition 

necessary for obtaining authorization to exercise                        

a profession is passing the examination with a result                

no smaller than 55%. 

PRACTICAL EXAMINATION is conducted in the presence 

of examination committee. By lot, an examined person 

receives a set of practical tasks simulating real situations. 

They allow assessing practical skills of the candidate.                 

A condition necessary for obtaining authorization                    

to exercise a profession is passing the examination with              

a result no smaller than 75%. 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE EXAMINATION  ver i f ies  

communication skills necessary in exercising                          

the profession in an English-speaking environment. 

Examination questions verify theoretical knowledge             

and practical foreign language skills.  The Examination 

System assesses the practical part automatically.                 

The practical part is checked and assessed by authorized 

VCC Examiners. The examination lasts between 45 and 90 

minutes. A condition necessary for obtaining 

authorization to exercise a profession is passing                      

the examination with a result no smaller than 55%. 

Equipment necessary for conducting VCC CHILD CARE 

examination:

qexamination room,

qworkshop equipped with devices for hygienic applications:

qtable for changing,

qmanikins,

qdisinfecting liquid and gauze, 

qbathtub, warm water, 

qwaste container, swab containers,

qboiled water container,

qsoap for children,

qflannel or sponge,

qolive oil or powder,

qhairbrush with soft bristle,

qlarge bath towel,

qdirty underwear container,

qclean clothes for children, nappies.



SAMPLE PRACTICAL ACTIVITIES

Krzysztof, age: 18 months, for two months he has attended a nursery where he spends about 8 hours. He is a well-groomed child, 

brought up by both parents living together. He turns up in the nursery at 8 o'clock. He is frequently overdressed and sweats. 

Hence, child carers must change his clothes immediately after he comes to the nursery. He has a tendency to chafes. Parents bring 

a lot of food and insist that the child must eat everything. There is definitely too much food.  They call the nursery about 3-4 times 

a day to check if everything is all right with their child. The child is overweight, tearful, especially when he does not get what                   

he wants. He goes into hysterics.  Fitness:  rather good, but the child is not keen on moving. He is not seriously ill, does not take              

any medicines, is not allergic to anything, and follows general diet. 

Activities schedule in the nursery:

q7:00 - 8:30: taking children from parents, playing in general 

rooms,

q8:30 - 9:00: breakfast,

q9:00 - 10:00: activities in sub-groups,

q10:00 - 10:30: lunch,

q10:30 - 11:30: activities in sub-groups,

q11:30 - 12:00: dinner,

q14:00: nap,

q14:00 - 14:30: toilet,

q14:30 - 15:00: afternoon snack,

q15:00 - 18:00: activities with children in general rooms, 

picking up children by parents.

Task:

Develop an individual plan of nursing and pedagogical                      

and tutelary work stimulating child's development. Assess                

an influence of the planned activities on child's further 

development. Schedule and run a bath.

The project must include: description of the child's current situation including characteristics of child's development; problems 

and shortages; strengths; procedure of conducting hygienic activities; plan of pedagogical and tutelary work; list of works 

included in the pedagogical and tutelary plan and its implementation compliant with description of the case including methods                 

of carrying them out; defining aims of pedagogical and tutelary activities (plays), a list of teaching materials; bathing description; 

scheduling nursing activities; defining aims of nursing activities performed on the child whose needs and abilities are taken                  

into account; comments for parents. 

The VCC CHILD CARE examination lasts 180 minutes.

A condition necessary for obtaining authorization to exercise a profession is passing the examination with a result no lower                   

than 75%. 
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CERTIFICATE

SUPPLEMENT

The certificate confirms the acquired professional 

qualifications. Receiving the certificate is possible 

after verifying the achieved learning outcomes              

by passing theoretical, practical and foreign 

language examinations.

The certificate includes the following 

information:

qcertificate holder's name and surname,

qprofession,

qcertificate ID number,

qdate of issue.

Supplement complements the VCC certificate. It includes 

detailed information not presented on the certificate. Such data 

is an indispensable element of the entire document.                         

The supplement includes the following information:

qcertificate name,

qcertificate name in source language,

qprofile of skills and competences,

qbasis for issuing the certificate,

qgrading scale,

qcourse of teaching completed by receiving the certificate.

The VCC Certificate supplement is based on the structure                 

of a document common for all EU Europass countries: 

Vocational Training Certificate Supplement.

Suggested number of hours: 245, including:

q50 hours of theoretical classes,

q135 hours of practical classes,

q60 hours of foreign language professional jargon.



NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Computer networks have been an indispensable element of the contemporary work 

for a long time. Sending enormous amount of data as well as communicating with             

any point on Earth is possible due to this type of the advanced technology.                          

An increasing demand for computer network administrators creates a necessity                   

of training employees who can: successfully create, design and optimize new                   

and existing computer networks; localize, diagnose and remove network failures; 

implement new protocols in switchable Ethernet networks and routing protocols                

in corporate networks; care for network safety. The training puts particular emphasis 

on acquiring solid practical preparation. Each participant, supervised by a tutor, carries 

out different tasks, such as configuring small and simple networks at the beginning               

of the training, and, at the end of the course, complex and multi-element networks 

installed in contemporary companies. 

Selected course elements:

qfundaments of computer networks (terms, mechanisms of actions), 

qnetwork and routing protocols,

qcreating and establishing networks in small and large enterprises,

qinformation processing tools and devices,

qnetwork software.

A graphic designer can efficiently and effectively use his skills in vector and raster 

graphics. The expertness in this field includes all multimedia aspects,                           

i.e. fundaments of animation, picture and sound modification, preparing material 

for publishing, designing visual identity symbols and advertising components                

by using: new objects, modification procedures, picture retouch, component 

enhancing, filters, and other various multimedia techniques involving graphic    

and sound processing, film editing, animations, as well as correcting                           

and separating multimedia materials. Completing the course results in acquiring 

skills in using raster and vector graphic editing software, preparing materials 

according to customer's guidelines and expectations, adapting to working system, 

environment, and unusual situations. 

Selected course elements:

qfundamental issues of computer graphics: types of computer graphics, 

definition of colour/hue, sample software,

qpsychological aspects of the profession in subject,

qcreating and editing raster and vector images, 

qanimating objects,

qcreating graphics for designed websites. 

Detailed information can be found on: www.vcci.eu  

New Competences

Suggested number of hours: 228, including:

q84 hours of theoretical classes,

q84 hours of practical classes,

q60 hours of foreign language professional 

jargon.

Suggested number of hours: 240, including:

q90 hours of theoretical classes,

q135 hours of practical classes,

q60 hours of foreign language 

professional jargon.
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Proffesion included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations 
ISCO-08 (number 2166)

Proffesion included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations 
ISCO-08 (number 2523)



SALESPERSON

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Shopping window and interior design are not the only pride                 

of a shop. Through their professionalism, interpersonal skills,                

as well as selling techniques and methods, shop assistants may 

have a great influence on customers' decisions and make a client 

feel special and eager to come back to the shop. Trading 

company's success and competitiveness on the market depends 

on salesperson's competences. Due to this, training professional 

staff is of utmost importance. 

Selected course elements:

qcustomer service in commercial establishments,

qmeaning of verbal and non-verbal communication,

qdealing with stressful situations,

qassertiveness in customer relations; negotiating techniques,

qusing cash registers, 

qpreparing trade documentation,

qmarketing in direct sales.

Proper interpretation of signals sent by interlocutors and adapting 

conversations to their expectations frequently decides about successful 

sales.  Effectiveness of sales representatives' job is conditioned by good 

knowledge of sales techniques and methods, as well as interpersonal 

skills.  They allow representatives to arouse clients' interest in specific 

products and build permanent relations with these customers. Using 

sales representative skills in a proper way as well as company's                

success-oriented approach may contribute to a great development                   

of a company.

Selected course elements:

qselling techniques and strategies,

qfundaments of marketing in practice,

qthe art of negotiating,

qsavoir-vivre,

qmeaning of verbal and non-verbal communication,

qdealing with stressful situations,

qassertiveness.

Detailed information can be found on: www.vcci.eu

Suggested number of hours: 188, including:

q64 hours of theoretical classes,

q64 hours of practical classes,

q60 hours of foreign language professional jargon.

 Suggested number of hours: 228, including:

q84  hours  of  theoretical  classes,

q84  hours  of  practical  classes,

q60  hours  of  foreign  language  professional  jargon.
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Proffesion included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations 
ISCO-08 (number 2166)

Proffesion included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations 
ISCO-08 (number 5223)



OFFICE WORKER

SECRETARY

Office worker is responsible for managing and coordinating day-to-day activities                 

in an office. The main duties of an office employee include: serving customers                    

and petitioners, receiving traditional and electronic mail, writing applications, notices     

and other types of documents, archiving documents, analysing offer enquiries, preparing 

offers. Training curriculum encompasses office work organisation, information flow, 

principles of effective communication, and professional culture. 

Selected course elements:

qoffice functioning principles,

qmanaging office equipment,

qduties of the secretary's office,

qmanaging document circulation, receiving and sending correspondence,

qwriting documents concerning various issues,

qhandling business documentation, VAT invoices, bills,

qdocuments classification and files storage systems,

qsettling transactions related with business trips,

qmaking decisions based on information available,

qinformation carriers, forwarding information.

Secretaries play extremely crucial roles in comprehensive company management. Their competences decide about their 

supervisor's working conditions. A secretary serves a representative function in a company and creates a company image.                        

A secretary's job involves numerous different duties; it requires a lot of various skills, broad knowledge, as well as personal initiative 

undertaken in different situations. A secretary has the following duties: collecting, processing and storing information                            

and documents, welcoming guests and business partners, scheduling business trips, handling telephone calls and dealing                     

with correspondence. 

Selected course elements:

qauto presentation,

qwelcoming guests and business partners, 

qelements of negotiation techniques, 

qinterpersonal communication and eliminating barriers                                  

in communication, 

qtime management, 

qhandling telephone calls, 

qwriting letters concerning various issues, 

qcorrespondence registration systems,

qplanning, coordinating and settling transactions related with 

business trips, 

qmanaging office equipment, 

qassertiveness in a workplace, 

qstress management. 

Detailed information can be found on: www.vcci.eu

New Competences

Suggested number of hours:  228, including:

q84 hours of theoretical classes,

q84 hours of practical classes,

q60 hours of foreign language professional 

jargon.
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Suggested number of hours: 220, including:

q80 hours of theoretical classes,

q80 hours of practical classes,

q60 hours of foreign language professional 

jargon.Proffesion included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations 
ISCO-08 (NUMBER 4110)

Proffesion included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations 
ISCO-08 (NUMBER 4120)



FLORIST

TOUR ORGANISER

Florists design and create different floral decorations, and trade floristic materials. Florists' 

duties include creating floral decorations, storing and caring for floral floristic materials, 

preparing floral exhibitions and floristic compositions, and trading by applying marketing 

tools. A florist should have good spatial and plastic imagination, sense of aestheticism, 

interest in plastic arts and nature, manual skills, creativity. Health contradictions                          

for practising a florist profession: allergies, colour blindness, blood circulation                            

and respiratory tract disorders. 

Selected course elements:

qhistory of floral decorations with elements of history of arts,

qfloristic materials science,

qnon-floral floristic materials,

qaesthetic fundaments of floristics,

qfloristic compositions,

qfloristic interior design,

qfloristic compositions in containers,

qoccasional compositions: wedding, funeral, Easter, 

qprinciples of packing floristic materials and products,

qmarketing in floristics.

An increasing demand for travel services results in the necessity to educate highly qualified specialists, who will successfully deal               

with customers' growing demands. Tour organisers create tourist products and deliver tourism services. They also research demand             

for and manage supply of tourism services for national and foreign customers. A comprehensive model trains specialists                           

who demonstrate competences in organising and servicing tourism movement. 

Selected course elements:

qfundaments of tourism, 

qtourist geography and sightseeing,

qforms of tourism,

qbooking and vacancies distribution systems, 

qculture and civilizations, 

qinterpersonal intercultural communication, 

qpedagogy and free time management, 

qprinciples of managing a tourism company,

qdefining tour operator's commercial policy, 

qtourism and recreation development,

qprinciples of programming products and tourism services,

qnegotiating and entering into contracts with tourism services providers,

qcustomer service culture and cooperating with contractors.

Detailed information can be found on: www.vcci.eu

Suggested number of hours: 220, including:

q80 hours of theoretical classes,

q80 hours of practical classes,

q60 hours of foreign language professional jargon.

Suggested  number  of  hours:  170,  including:

q50  hours  of  theoretical  classes,

q60  hours  of  practical  classes,

q60  hours  of  foreign  language  professional  jargon.
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Proffesion included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations 
ISCO-08 (NUMBER 3432)

Proffesion included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations 
ISCO-08 (number 2422)



ELDERLY CARER

LOGISTICS SPECIALIST - FREIGHT FORWARDER

Specificity of this profession emphasizes interpersonal competences. Due to this fact,                  

our course places particular emphasis not only on knowledge and practice, but also               

on elements of interpersonal relations. This profession, unlike any other job, requires 

emotional engagement and being familiar with human psyche. Taking demographic 

changes in social structure into account, it must be stated that a demand for carers                  

for elderly people is constantly increasing. This results in the necessity of developing                

and delivering training courses in this field. Completed training results allows an employee 

to become qualified in activating elderly people, providing them with necessary help                       

and nursing services, accompanying them in every day activities, creating positive 

interpersonal relations, providing support in crisis situations and emergencies,                           

and, contacting the right institutions and social organizations if necessary. 

Selected course elements:

qfundaments of psychology,

qgerontology, 

qnutrition,

qfundaments of nursing and hygiene,

q"pre-medical" first aid,

qinterpersonal communication,

qethics in the profession of a carer for elderly people,

qinformation on health and safety and fire prevention.

Nowadays companies introduce modern methods of logistics management on a great scale. Due to this, there is a great demand            

for employees competent in managing logistics, transport, or freight forwarding departments. They are required to provide 

efficient organisation of flow of materials and raw materials. A properly prepared employee can manage this process, control                     

it and constantly improve it so that the final recipient could receive the required product at the lowest cost immediately                          

when it is needed. 

Selected course elements:

qfundaments of logistics,

qmanaging supply chains,

qtransport,

qmanaging transport fleet,

qfreight forwarding,

qlogistic services market,

qmanaging resources,

qa warehouse as a logistics object.

Detailed information can be found on: 

www.vcci.eu

New Competences
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Suggested number of hours: 228, including:

q84 hours of theoretical classes,

q84 hours of practical classes,

q60 hours of foreign language professional 

jargon.

Suggested number of hours:  240, including:

q100 hours of theoretical classes,

q80 hours of practical classes,

q60 hours of foreign language professional jargon.

Proffesion included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations 
ISCO-08 (number 3412)

Proffesion included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations 
ISCO-08 (number 3331)



CERTIFICATION CATALOGUE

Select Competences

Vocational Competence Certificate

VCC Select Competences provides an opportunity to develop, update                             

and independently choose new competences in order to develop the already 

acquired professional skills. From the available VCC certification offer, interested 

individuals can choose any area of competences that meets their current 

professional needs. Select Competences offers a vast array of 40-hour courses 

tailored to the needs of people who would like to upgrade their skills. An always 

updated list of courses can be found on www.vcci.eu
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FIRST AID

Giving first aid is a greatly responsible activity since other people's life and health depend on skilful administration of the first aid. 

Experts in lifesaving and the first aid have created guidelines for this competence. 

Participants of the VCC FIRST AID training will possess skills and knowledge in: using protection equipment, assessing potential 

dangers threatening themselves and the rescued victims, carrying out illness assessment, placing a victim in a recovery position, 

performing cardiopulmonary resuscitation procedures with adults, children and infants, operating automated external 

defibrillators (AED), giving first aid in health emergencies, applying dressing materials, immobilizing victims with suspicion                         

of spine injuries, applying proper procedures in case of thermal, chemical, electrical burns, evacuation methods, and skills                    

in dealing with stress during rescue actions. 

VCC FIRST AID training includes the following aspects:

qorganizing medical rescue,

qfundaments of human anatomy and physiology,

qsafety in giving first aid,

qcalling for help,

qperforming cardiopulmonary resuscitation procedures and defibrillation,

qlife-threatening situations,

qdamages, and chemical, thermal, electrical injuries,

qevacuation from dangerous areas,

qgiving accident victims psychical support,

qmass events.

Select Competences

Suggested  number  of  hours:  60, including:

q23  hours  of  theoretical  classes,

q37  hours  of  practical  classes.



SYLLABUS

TRAINING CURRICULUM

Syllabus is a strict set of competence groups and fundamental material scopes included in a specific module. VCC FIRST AID syllabus 

includes the following:

Training curriculum complements and develops the syllabus, as well as provides its details. 

The training curriculum can be found on: www.vcci.eu
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GROUP MATERIAL SCOPE

1. Organizing medical rescue

2. Fundaments of human anatomy 
    and physiology

3. Safety in giving first aid

4. Unconscious victim

5. Calling for help

6. Performing cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
    procedures

7. Automated external defibrillation (AED)

8. Life-threatening situations,

9. Concussion

10. Choking

11. Injuries

12. Chemical, thermal and electrical injuries

13. Evacuation from dangerous areas

14. Giving first aid in simulated situations

15. Giving accident victims psychical support 

1.1. State Medical Rescue System: legal basis
1.2. Pre-hospital rescue
1.3. Reason for applying rescue standards
1.4 Chain of survival

2.1. Selected elements of human anatomy and physiology of nervous, blood, circulation,
and respiratory systems(names and location of individual organs)

2.2. Functions of nervous, blood circulation, and respiratory systems
2.3. Assessing basic vital functions
2.4. Preliminary examination and illness assessment

3.1. Rescuer's own safety
3.2. Victim's safety
3.3. Securing accident scene

4.1. Blackout causes
4.2. Blackout-related dangers
4.3. Recovery position
4.4. Fainting

5.1. Emergency telephone numbers and their meaning
5.2. Medical despatcher's reports

6.1. Procedures adapted in case of acute cardiopulmonary arrest
6.2. Airway management - methods
6.3. Methods of performing chest compressions in adults, children, and infants. 
6.4. Following cardiopulmonary resuscitation procedures in adults, children, and infants.

7.1. Cardiac arrest
7.2. Defibrillation with AED device
7.3. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation algorithm by using AED defibrillator

8.1. Symptoms of epilepsy, diabetes, stroke, heart attack, hyperthermia,
hypothermia, allergic reactions, poisoning, asthma

8.2. Procedures in health-threatening situations

9.1. Definition of concussion
9.2. Concussion types
9.3. Concussion symptoms
9.4. Procedures in the case of concussion

10.1. Situations in which an infant, a child, or an adult maychoke
10.2. Giving first aid in case of choking

11.1. Dressing wounds and injuries 
11.2. Head, neck, stomach, pelvis, limbs and back injuries
11.3. Protecting the spine with particular emphasis put on the neck
11.4. Haemorrhage
11.5. Dressing wounds; particular emphasis placed on bites and stings

12.1. Symptoms and threats in case of chemical, thermal, and electrical injuries
12.2. Rescuing in case of thermal, chemical, and electrical injuries

13.1. Identifying life- and health-threatening situations for rescue workers and accident 
victims

13.2. Evacuation methods

14.1. Giving first aid in life- and health-threatening situations

15.1. Definition of posttraumatic stress, its symptoms and ways of dealing with it. 
15.2. Supporting victims on accident scenes



TEACHING MATERIALS

VCC FIRST AID course book has been created in accordance 

with the latest first aid procedures compliant with 2010 

guidelines of European Resuscitation Council and current 

guidelines of International Trauma Life Support. 

The course book is aimed at individuals with no medical 

education background, who would like to broaden their 

knowledge in the first aid. 

The course book has been based on medical experiences                  

in educational and developmental work with people                        

at different ages. The course book includes all the crucial 

information on giving the first aid and procedures adopted              

in case of life- and health-threatening situations.

Nose to mouth method
Mouth to nose method is applied when there is no possibility to apply a mouth to mouth method, e.g. in case 
of serious face injuries or if there is a large disproportion between the patient's and the rescuer's mouths. This 
method involves a rescuer  forming a seal with the patient's nose and blowing to pass air into the patient's 
lungs.  This method may be modified as mouth to mouth and nose method, used frequently on infants 
(usually up to around 1 year old),  as this forms the most effective seal.

Picture 4.4 Mouth to mouth and nose method
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Insufflation (ventilation/rescue breaths) techniques:

Mouth to mouth method
This method does not require having high qualifications. Unfortunately, it may result in catching infectious 
diseases. Due to this, it is mainly used on family members in emergencies.
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EXAMINATIONS

A person who would like to receive the VCC FIRST AID 

certificate should pass:

qtheoretical examination verifying theoretical 

knowledge,

qpractical examination verifying practical skills.

THEORETICAL EXAMINATION is conducted on an on-line 

examination platform. The theoretical test in VCC FIRST 

AID competences consists in choosing correct answers                     

to 30 multiple-choice questions (four answer variants            

per question) that encompass an equal scope of material. 

Time for doing the test: 30 minutes. 

PRACTICAL EXAMINATION is conducted in presence              

of an examination committee. By lot, an examined 

person receives a set of practical tasks simulating real 

situations. They allow assessing the candidate's practical 

skills.

Equipment required in case of conducting the VCC FIRST AID 

examination:

qexamination room,

qadult mannequin,

qchild mannequin,

qinfant mannequin,

qAED defibrillator,

qdressing materials, 

qorthopaedic board,

qset of artificial wounds,

qcervical collar,

qfirst aid kit (standard: DIN 13157),

qface masks,

qbelt-cutting knife,

qCramer splints,

qrescue blankets.



SAMPLE PRACTICAL ACTIVITIES

An unassisted electrician was checking fuses in a warehouse. After some time his colleague came in and saw the electrician lying                        

on the floor, next to the fuse box.  The electrician does not move and his left hand is burnt. What are you doing? 

After dressing the burn, the electrician stops breathing. What are you going to do?

Plan and describe your actions using available tools, substances and measures.

Time for doing the practical examination: 30 minutes.
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CERTIFICATE

SUPPLEMENT

Confirms its holder's competences within                    

the certified field.  The certificate can be received 

after verifying learning outcomes by conducting 

theoretical and practical examinations.

The certificate includes the following 

information:

qcertificate holder's name and surname,

qname of competence,

qcertificate ID number,

qdate of issue.

A supplement complements the VCC certificate. It includes 

detailed information not presented on the certificate. Such data 

is an indispensable element of the entire document. 

The supplement includes the following information:

qcertificate name,

qcertificate name in the source language,

qprofile of skills and competences,

qbasis for issuing the certificate,

qgrading scale,

qcourse of teaching completed by receiving the certificate.

This is to certify that

Mr Jan Kowalski
has passed the VCC examination course

FIRST AID

born 25 June 1975 



Computer and Internet skills are indispensable elements in technical professions. 

Available information and communication techniques make finding, selecting, 

and saving information invaluable and desirable skills of any employee. These 

competences allow making one's own work more efficient, what can directly  

and indirectly make other employees' work easier. 

Selected course elements:

qbasic elements of the computer,

qorganising data on the computer - files and folders,

qtypes of files and their extensions,

qusing standard applications to create and edit documents,

qinternet browsers and their properties,

qopening an e-mail account on a server, sending, and receiving e-mails,

qusing mail clients and contact book,

qusing search engines for searching websites,

qsaving webpages and their various elements on the hard drive.
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COMPUTER AND INTERNET IN TECHNICAL PROFESSIONS

WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

This competence is aimed at future developers and individuals interested in designing websites.  The course is planned in a way    

that allows even complete beginners with no experience to quickly and effortlessly understand the basic aspects of developing 

websites and apply them in practice. The entire course is based on open-source software. Due to this, costs of learning                         

and organizing one's own workspace and work tools are minimized to the largest possible extent.  The acquired skills are great basis 

for using commercial software. The main emphasis is placed on fundaments of creating website graphics, since from an average 

user's point of view, it is the first noticeable trait of a website. Next, a course participant learns HTML language, which is applied               

in developing websites.  The next stage consists of familiarizing with cascading style sheets (CSS) that complement the HTML 

language and are indispensable elements of developing and editing websites.  The course includes elements of PHP, MySQL, 

JavaScript, and search engine optimization.

Selected course elements:

qwebsite graphics,

qHTML language,

qcascading style sheets.

Detailed information can be found 

on: www.vcci.eu

Select Competences

Suggested number of hours: 50

Suggested number of hours: 50
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The skill of presenting data or its comparisons is a competence desired                    

in the modern business world. Professional attitude to this issue is becoming                 

a more and more popular trend. It results from the fact that global means                   

of communication provide a vast array of opportunities to reach customers, 

provided that one's products and services are presented in the right way. 

Selected course elements:

qtechniques of creating and preparing presentations,

qelements of animation in presenting data,

qprinting forms,

qoptimizing construction of the material content.

SYSTEM OF PRESENTING INFORMATION IN BUSINESS

OFFICE SOFTWARE IN ADMINISTRATION

Using office software is a skill useful not only for office employees but also individuals who would like to improve efficiency of their 

actions. Working with text files is a greatly important activity undertaken by all the employees writing descriptions, manuals, 

studies, papers, etc. Being familiar with the rules of working with text documents has become an extremely useful skill in such 

situations. Working with multimedia presentation is not only an easy, but also an efficient method of presenting one's ideas, 

products, etc. Spreadsheet is a perfect tool for preparing statistics, budget or summing up receivables. It makes calculations easier, 

quicker and more reliable. 

Selected course elements:

qfundamental information on databases,

qstoring and processing information in databases,

qediting and formatting texts, using templates,

qspreadsheets,

qimporting, sorting and filtering data,

qcomputational and conditional functions,

qfundaments of creating slides, applying effects and colours,

qusing formatted texts, colours, patterns and pictures in slides 

as well as saving them as various graphic formats,

qconverting graphics into drawing object; editing images,

qusing graphs and diagrams in presentations, editing                      

and formatting them, 

qpresentation management - monitoring slide shows,

qmanaging electronic mail clients,

qnetiquette.

Detailed information can be found on: www.vcci.eu

Suggested number of hours:  50

Suggested number of hours: 80



Computer aided design (CAD) is widely applicable in construction engineering  

and industry. It is difficult to imagine creating any elements, e.g. screws, car parts, 

computers or any other objects, from advertising billboards to houses, bridges  

and warehouses, without designing them previously in CAD environment. There  

is an increased demand for 2D and 3D CAD specialists in the industry                         

and numerous design studios. Due to this, these professionals have tremendous 

opportunities for professional career and development. The 2D and 3D computer 

aided design course is focused on acquiring knowledge that will allow course 

participants to effectively and efficiently prepare and design CAD projects within 

the CAD environment.

Selected course elements:

qpreparing electronic technical documentation,

qcreating and manipulating objects,

qsnapping,

qdimensioning,

qlayers,

qspatial coordinate system,

q3D modelling,

qprecise 3D drawing, 

qprinting.
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CAD 2D AND 3D COMPUTER DESIGN ENGINEERING

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Entrepreneurship is not only a skill of overcoming difficulties, managing well in untypical situations and changing conditions, but also skill 

of seizing occurring opportunities. An entrepreneurial person is creative, ingenious, self-confident, stress-resistant,                                          

and has organizational skills. Nowadays all these features and knowledge of fundamental and the most important economic definitions 

and laws as well as human behaviour laws are in great demand. Promoting entrepreneurial attitude guaranteeing success in changing 

and uncertain reality is of utmost importance. The competence courses can be delivered in two modes: basic and advanced.

Selected course elements:

qrecognizing one's own strengths and weaknesses,

qinvesting methods,

qright choice of capital investments,

qdeveloping business plans and choosing the right 

organizational and legal form for a company,

qplanning promotional activities for a company,

qusing consumer rights,

qplaying on stock exchange,

qcreating typical accounting documents,

qassessing market competitiveness,

qcreating a financial plan for a company.

Detailed information can be found on: www.vcci.eu

Select Competences

Suggested number of hours:  60

Suggested number of hours: 50
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Sales techniques are a compilation of knowledge and skills, which should                  

be mastered by every trade department employee. In order to achieve goals                

in sales, it is necessary to prepare a trading team to work with particular project 

where not only the selling techniques but also product specification and target 

group are greatly important. Success of this process depends on numerous 

factors, i.e. entering into contacts.

Selected course elements:

qestablishing business contacts,

qgaining customers' confidence,

qconversations with difficult customers,

qrecognizing customer's needs,

qpresenting trading offer effectively,

qanswering customer's questions,

qprice negotiations, 

qfinalizing sales,

qsummarizing sales negotiations.

SALES TECHNIQUES

PHONE SALES TECHNIQUES

Techniques of telephone sales are a collection of knowledge               

and skills that ought to be acquired by each call centre employee. 

Telephone is one of the most important tools for salespeople 

allowing them to communicate with clients. It is a main tool used in 

active selling, reaching potential customers as well as 

strengthening relationships with them, where not only selling 

techniques, but also product specification and target group are 

greatly important. 

Selected course elements:

qestablishing business contacts over the phone,

qrecognising customer's needs over the phone,

qgaining customers' confidence,

qconversations with difficult customers,

qsuccessful presentation of business offers,

qconducting price negotiations,

qfinalizing sales and business talks over the phone.

Detailed information can be found on: www.vcci.eu

Suggested number of hours: 30

Suggested number of hours: 30



Negotiations are the key and indispensable element of numerous professions. 

People who deal with convincing others on a daily basis ought to demonstrate 

broad and comprehensive theoretical and practical knowledge of negotiations. 

Extending this knowledge for elements of neurolinguistic programming (NLP)              

will make convincing others more successful and will guarantee satisfaction                  

of both negotiating parties and, simultaneously, a professional success                               

of the employee.

Selected course elements:

qnegotiating idea,

qbasic principles of negotiations,

qthe most common mistakes in negotiating,

qnegotiations stages and styles,

qbody language in negotiations,

qusing space in negotiations,

qfundamental terms in NLP,

qNLP operating assumptions,

qstrategies of establishing contacts,

qrepresentation and submodality systems, 

qperception positions,

qanchoring emotional states,

qfundaments of persuasive language.
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NEGOTIATIONS WITH ELEMENTS OF NLP

MOBILE SYSTEMS IN BUSINESS

This module has been created in response to increasing popularity of mobile devices. Mobile phones are no longer used only for calling      

or texting but they started to be applied for being constantly in touch with one's office or clients. This phenomenon takes place thanks              

to available applications, which can be installed on operating systems of phones or palmtops.

Selected course elements:

qfunctions of mobile systems,

qusing mobile systems in various professions. 

Detailed information can be found on: www.vcci.eu

Select Competences

Suggested number of hours:  30

Suggested number of hours: 35
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Nowadays, with constant development of modern technologies, being skilled              

in creating vector or raster graphics is becoming more and more popular                  

and hence, important. Such techniques as creating materials for publishing, 

composing visual identity symbols, as well as advertising elements are frequently 

used by numerous companies paying attention to their image and advertisement. 

Various multimedia techniques of editing graphics, sound, creating animations, 

correcting and separating multimedia materials are currently applied in creating 

advertising messages. 

Selected course elements:

qtheory of computer graphics,

qorigins of creating multimedia,

qpreparing graphics for using in multimedia,

qmultimedia presentations,

qimporting multimedia data from digital devices,

qrecording and editing sounds,

qfilm and computer animation,

qinteractive technologies,

qpublishing materials in the Internet.

MULTIMEDIA IN ADVERTISING

VOICE EMISSION

Voice emission is an intellectual and physical process of emitting voice during speaking or singing. This means that creating sound              

is not only a mechanic activity of specific organs and muscles. Intellectual character of voice emission means it is a conscious                 

and intentional activity dependent on human nervous system. The nervous system is a source of movements and it makes 

conscious muscle movement coordination possible. Through learning voice emission we explore and learn new impulses, create 

voice habits, learn new ways of using muscles movements, ways of coordinating them as well as regulating their proper tension                

and relaxation. Voice emission is a resultant of breathing, phonation, resonance and articulation.

Selected course elements:

qvoice - basic professional tool,

qconditions of the right voice emission,

qtechnical aspects of voice emission,

qvoice hygiene and improvement,

qinfluence of postures and breathing exerted on voice emission,

qbreathing techniques,

qspeech expression,

qusing voice in building relationships with other people,

qbasic breathing exercises, i.e. using diaphragm breathing consciously, 

applying relaxation techniques in voice development,

qhygienic use of voice system at work.

Detailed information can be found on: www.vcci.eu

Suggested number of hours: 60

Suggested number of hours: 20



This module improves participant's command of English for electricians. The set of acquired skills includes especially communication skills, 

names of tools and devices. An electrician should be able to communicate with his employer and  assistant, deal with situations typical                       

for this kind of profession, i.e. installing and repairing electrical devices, making purchases, defining scope of duties both for himself                             

and his assistant. Job-searching skills are also greatly important: writing a CV and a covering letter, participating in job interviews, and negotiating 

working conditions. 

The main emphasis in this module is placed on mastering professional vocabulary and phrases useful in working in an English-speaking country 

or with an English-speaking customer. All fundamental language skills necessary for working in the profession in question are developed: 

listening, reading, speaking and writing. 

Selected course elements:

qelectrician's everyday activities,

qhousehold electrical appliances, 

qelectrical installations,

qsafety principles,

qpurchasing materials in electrical wholesale stores,

qlooking for a job,

qwriting a CV and a covering letter,

qjob interview,

qnegotiating working conditions.
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ENGLISH FOR ELECTRICIANS 

This module is aimed at professional florists working in English-speaking environment. This module is not only an element of VCC 

Competences Florist profession, but also VCC Select Competences. It improves participants' command of English and focuses especially               

on mastering professional communication skills. A florist should be able to communicate with customers and suppliers, deal with situations 

typical for this profession, e.g.: receiving orders, addressing, preparing bouquets, choosing flowers, knowing celebrations and occasions                     

in a given country. Job-searching skills are also greatly important: writing a CV and a covering letter, participating in job interviews,                        

and negotiating working conditions. The main emphasis in this module is placed on mastering professional vocabulary and phrases useful               

in working in an English-speaking country or with an English-speaking customer. All fundamental language skills necessary for working                   

in the profession in question are developed: listening, reading, speaking and writing. 

Always updated list of training courses in professional foreign languages can be found on www.vcci.eu

Selected course elements:

qreceiving orders, 

qseasons, celebrations, and other occasions, 

qworking tools, techniques, and materials,

qaddressing phrases,

qlooking for a job,

qwriting a CV and a covering letter,

qjob interview,

qnegotiating working conditions.

Detailed information can be found on: 

www.vcci.eu 

Select Competences

ENGLISH FOR FLORISTS

Suggested number of hours:  60

Suggested number of hours: 60
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In accordance with European Union guidelines, Poland, as other member countries, must satisfy the imposed requirements               

for low-emission economy. According to the EU 2009/28/WE guideline of 23 April 2009, the economy should achieve indicator           

of 15% of energy generated from renewable resources, and decrease national emission of CO for 20%.  Due to this, a demand              

for renewable energy technologies has increased in Poland and Europe in recent years. This results in creating environmentally 

friendly solutions and simultaneously, decreasing energetic dependence on limited, non-renewable sources. 

These requirements result also in developing a concept of New Green Order according to which all actions should aim at making 

economies independent from conventional energy sources for the benefit of natural environment. Hence, implementing                 

pro-ecologic solutions is not only compliant with EU directives but it is also a direct benefit for the concept of a well-balanced 

development. 

Applying pro-ecologic solutions is possible, but it requires specialised personnel. According to the Ministry of Environment, 

almost each sector of economy will be involved in development of renewable energy sources. This results in cutting classic jobs 

and creating new, 'green jobs' instead, since new professions and 'green' qualifications will be necessary in dealing                               

with low-emission economy. 

In the face of crisis in supplies of fossil fuels, climate changes and requirements imposed by the European Union, VCC Institute       

has conducted researches in employers' needs for qualifications in eco-technologies. As a result of these researches and analyses, 

VCC certification includes new professions and competences that, according to numerous forecasts, may have a significant 

influence on development of modern economy based on renewable resources. 

"GREEN PROFESSIONS" IN VCC STANDARD AS A RESPONSE TO EUROPEAN UNION 
GUIDELINES ON DEVELOPMENT OF LOW-EMISSION ECONOMY  



qAuditor of efficient energy use

qEnergy auditor

qPromoter of RES for farming

qEnergy certifier

qEnergy adviser

qActive solar system consultant 

qPassive solar system consultant 

qHeat pumps consultant

qSolar collectors installer certificate for electricians, plumbers and roofers

qBiomass boilers and heaters installer 

qInstaller of micro installations

qHeat pumps installation for plumbers and refrigeration engineers

qInstaller of photovoltaic devices for electricians, plumbers and roofers 

qRES specialist

qSpecialist for acquiring funds for RES

Within regulated professions, activities undertaken by Institute focus on preparing accredited training curricula after consulting them                       

with the right Ministers and business institutions. However, in case of not regulated professions and competences, Institute will present full offer 

of training curricula and methods of certifying learning outcomes in compliance with VCC methodology. 

 

The catalogue includes sample modules in 'green professions' and a full certification offer can be found on www.vcci.eu
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LIST OF PROFESSIONS THAT WILL BE SOON INCLUDED IN VCC OFFER:
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Due to obsolete energy infrastructure and negative ecological forecasts, need               

for increasing energy safety in EU member countries is growing. Applying 

renewable energy sources still requires great amount of financial resources. 

Financial means from EU or state sources provide opportunities for supporting 

investments in renewable energy sources. Financing investments in Poland                    

is not used properly and on a large scale. Due to this, broadening knowledge             

of investment programmes is of utmost importance. A specialist for acquiring 

funds for RES is a person who can find financing sources for investments                       

in renewable sources and their effective use. 

Selected course elements:

qEuropean Union directives and state guidelines on renewable energy 

sources,

qfinancing sources and investment support programmes for RES,

qfiling application documents according to binding guidelines                             

and documentation,

qinvestment risk in energetics.

SPECIALIST FOR ACQUIRING FUNDS FOR RES

ENERGY ADVISER

According to 2002/91/WE EU directive on energy patterns, all buildings erected after 31 December 2020 will have to meet rigorous  

standards of  energy efficiency and largely be powered from renewable energy sources. There is a necessity to educate energy 

advisers who would be able to help future investors and building modernizers in selecting the right method of supplying premises      

in renewable energy. Energy adviser may work in local self-government bodies, housing co-operatives and communities, design 

studios and construction companies.

Selected course elements:

qsources and potential of geothermal, solar, wind, water, and biomass types 

of energy,

qdevices powering central heating and domestic hot water installations, 

including especially heat pumps and solar collectors,

qenergy saving, i.e. applying ground-coupled heat exchangers, recuperators, 

LED lighting, energy-saving household appliances, 

qthermal protection systems for buildings,

qmarket of renewable energy products.

Detailed information can be found on: www.vcci.eu

Suggested number of hours: 60

Suggested number of hours:  100
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